Effects of stimulus level on forward-masked psychophysical tuning curves in quiet and in noise.
Forward-masked psychophysical tuning curves were obtained from normal-hearing listeners at different probe levels in quiet and in a broadband background noise. In quiet, tuning-curve shape changed with probe level. For six listeners, tuning curves became broader with increasing probe level, primarily due to a decrease in the low-frequency slopes. For one listener, tuning curves became narrower with increasing probe level. The addition of a background noise, which was presented continuously at a level 10 dB below the noise level required to mask the probe tone, reduced the masker levels required to mask the probe tone. The reduction was greater near the tip of the tuning curve than on the tail, so that tuning curves in background noise were narrower than those obtained in quiet. Tuning curves with comparable masker levels near the tip of the tuning curve (Lmtip) were similar in shape, regardless of probe level or whether tuning curves were obtained in quiet or noise. Comparisons of tuning-curve characteristics derived by fitting tuning curves with least-squares procedures, indicated that low-frequency slopes decreased with Lmtip. As a consequence, Q10 dB values decreased with Lmtip. These results are consistent with the interpretation that tuning-curve shapes are determined by the intensities of the maskers required to mask the probe tone. The addition of a background noise restricted (partially masked) the excitation pattern of the probe so that lower masker intensities were required to "forward mask" the probe tone, and narrower tuning curves resulted from less intense markers. The results are well described by a two-process model of auditory excitation patterns.